# Thank you 2020 CTMF Conference Sponsors & Partners

## DIAMOND

- BNP PARIBAS
- RPA
- Shearman & Sterling
- SME

## PLATINUM

- RPM GLOBAL
- Quebec

## KEYNOTE

- costmine
- HATCH

## GOLD

- RECEPTION

- Blakes
- srk consulting
- GREAT BEAR RESOURCES

## SILVER

- Stantec
- wood.
- Hecla Mining Company
- Golder
- Behre Dolbear

## BRONZE

- Abernathy Mcgregor
- energir
- Red Cloud
- CPM Group
- Synterra

## MEDIA PARTNERS

- Canadian Mining Journal
- GBR Global Business Reports
- Miners News
- MetalTech News
- Mining.com
- Skillings
- THE PROSPECTOR
- THE NORTHERN MINER
- Mining News
- Mining Engineering
- Mining Journal

## WORKSHOP ORGANIZERS

- costmine
- Proudfoot
- RPM GLOBAL
- IPA
- srk consulting